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Abstract—This paper presents a modified predictive current
control strategy which allows one to have control over the spec-
trum of the load current. The proposed method uses a model of
the system to predict the behavior of the current for each possible
voltage vector generated by the inverter. For that purpose, at each
sampling interval, signal predictions are evaluated using a cost
function that quantifies the desired system behavior.

The cost function used in this work evaluates the filtered error of
the load currents. The inclusion of a filter for the load error allows
one to manipulate current spectra. Thus, by designing this filter
appropriately, the load spectrum can be shaped. The performance
of the proposed control strategy is verified by simulation and ex-
perimental results.

Index Terms—Current control, frequency control, frequency do-
main analysis, inverters, predictive control.

I. INTRODUCTION

GIVEN the powerful and fast microprocessors available
today, increasing attention has been dedicated to the

predictive control of power converters. In this method, load
and converter models are used to predict current behavior. This
allows one to select the most appropriate actuation following
an arbitrary control criterion. Predictive control is a very wide
concept and different control methods have been presented
under this name. A classification of them is presented in [1].

The standard implementation of predictive current control [2]
calculates the voltage required by the load to get the desired
current. Then this voltage is applied using pulse width modu-
lation (PWM). This scheme has been used for the control of
single-phase [3] and three-phase inverters [4], [5], inverters with
output LCL filter [6], rectifiers and active filters [2], [7], unin-
terruptible power supplies [8] and dc–dc converters [9]. This
concept has also been used for torque control of induction ma-
chines, as shown in [22]. It is also possible to calculate the duty
cycles for the converter instead of the voltages, as shown in [10].

Model predictive control (MPC) is a very powerful control
strategy that uses the model of the system to precalculate the
behavior of the system for a predefined horizon in the future. A
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cost function evaluates the precalculated results and determines
the optimal future control actions. This scheme has been applied
in electrical drives in [11]–[13].

Another approach of predictive control is to consider the con-
verter as a system with a finite number of possible states (and
possible voltage vectors) and to select, for each sampling period,
the voltage vector (or switching state) that minimizes a certain
cost function. These cost functions define the desired behavior
of the system, and may include different variables to be con-
trolled. Some works have been presented using this scheme for
current control in a three-phase inverter [14] and a matrix con-
verter [15], flux and torque control of an induction machine [16]
and direct power control in an active front end rectifier [17].
An example of different variables controlled using a single cost
function is presented in [18], where the current is controlled
while, at the same time, minimizing the switching frequency
and balancing the dc-link voltages in a neutral point clamped
inverter. In all these works the switching states are changed at
equidistant time instants. Although the switching frequency is
limited to half the sampling frequency, the load voltage spec-
trum is spread over a wide range of frequencies. This is not de-
sirable in some situations.

The discrete nature of the power converters has been also
studied in [19], where concepts of MPC are utilized to reduce
the electromagnetic interference in a switch-mode power supply
by spreading the spectrum to reduce the peaks in spectra of volt-
ages and currents within the power supply.

In the present work, we will show how the concepts presented
in [19], see also [20], can also be used to shape the spectrum in
other ways. For that purpose we present a modified scheme which
overcomes the problem of having a spread spectrum. By adding a
filter to the variable that the cost function evaluates, i.e., by eval-
uating the filtered current error, it is possible to manipulate the
spectrum of the load current by choosing an appropriate filter.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The power circuit of the converter considered in this work is
shown in Fig. 1.

The switching states of the converter are determined by the
gating signals and as follows:

if on and off
if off and on

(1)

if on and off
if off and on

(2)

if on and off
if off and on

(3)
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Fig. 1. Voltage source inverter power circuit.

and can be expressed in vectorial form by

(4)

where .
The output voltage space vectors generated by the inverter are

defined by

(5)

where and are the phase to neutral voltages
of the inverter (Fig. 1). The load voltage vector can be related
to the switching state vector by

(6)

where is the dc link voltage.
Considering all the possible combinations of the gating

signals and , eight switching states and consequently
eight voltage vectors are obtained. Note that , resulting
in a finite set of only seven different voltage vectors.

Using modulation techniques, like PWM, the inverter can be
approximated as a linear system. Nevertheless, in this paper the
inverter is considered as a non-linear discrete system with only
seven different states as possible outputs.

We note that a more accurate model of the converter model
could be used for higher switching frequencies. It may include
deadtime, IGBT saturation voltage and diode forward voltage
drop, for example. Nevertheless, in this work, emphasis has
been put in simplicity, so a simple model of the inverter will
be used.

A. Load Model

In a balanced three-phase load the current can be defined as
a space vector by

(7)

and the load EMF as

(8)

In this way, the load current dynamics can be described by
the vector differential equation

(9)

where is the load resistance, the load inductance, the
voltage generated by the inverter and the load back-EMF.

For simulation and experimental results, the load back-EMF
is assumed to be sinusoidal with constant amplitude and con-
stant frequency.

B. Discrete-Time Model

A discrete-time form of the load current (9) for a sampling
time can be used to predict the future value of load current
from voltages and measured currents at the th sampling instant.

Approximating the derivative by

(10)

and replacing it in (9), the following expression is obtained for
the future load current:

(11)

where the term could be neglected if the sampling period
is small enough and the load is mainly inductive.

To take into account the unitary implementation delay of any
control law within this context, at time , one calculates

. Accordingly, the dynamic model (11) needs to be iterated to
give

(12)

In (12), is an estimate of the load current, which is
obtained from (11) given the measurement and the previous
control ; denotes the estimated back-EMF. It can
be calculated using (9) and measurements of the load voltage
and current, resulting in the following expression:

(13)

where is the estimated value of . The present
back-EMF, needed in (11), can be estimated using an extrapola-
tion of the past values of the estimated back-EMF. Alternatively,
as the frequency of the back-EMF is much smaller than the sam-
pling frequency, in the sequel we will suppose that it does not
change considerably in one sampling interval and, thus, assume

. For simplicity, in (12) we will also consider
.

Finally, in (12) the voltage denotes the decision
variable to be calculated at time . Details of our proposal are
given in the following section.
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Fig. 2. Predictive current control block diagram.

III. PROPOSED PREDICTIVE CONTROL STRATEGY

A. Previous Control Strategies

The purpose of the control strategy is to select, from the finite
set of possible voltage vectors that the converter can generate,
the one that minimizes the cost function . Then the selected
voltage vector is applied during the next sampling period.

In the scheme presented in [14], the cost function evaluates
the predicted load current error, expressed in orthogonal coordi-
nates, for the next sampling instant. This is obtained by defining
the following cost function :

(14)

where and are the real and imaginary part
of the predicted load current vector , for a given voltage
vector. This prediction is obtained using (12). Currents
and are the real and imaginary part of the reference current
vector , which is obtained from an external control loop,
for example a field oriented control of an induction machine. A
block diagram of the control strategy is shown in Fig. 2.

By selecting the voltage vector to be applied taking into ac-
count the measured data from only one sampling instant, the
resulting output voltage has not a regular pattern as the one ob-
tained using PWM. Indeed, this way of obtaining the optimal
voltage to be applied generates a spectrum that is spread over
a wide range of frequencies, depending on the sampling fre-
quency used for the control and the operating conditions. This is
not desirable in some systems where a fixed switching frequency
is preferred, e.g., for limiting the switching frequency and the
switching losses, for filtering, and others. This disadvantage of
the strategy described in [8] can be overcome by considering
filtered signals in the cost function as described in the sequel.

B. Frequency Weighted Predictive Control

To achieve tight control of the load current spectrum we in-
troduce the frequency weighted current error:

(15)

(16)

where is a discrete-time filter defined as

(17)

where is the order of the filter.
The associated cost function is given by

(18)

Fig. 3. Load current and voltage for predictive control without filter: (a) Sam-
pling time Ts = 100[�s]. (b) Sampling time Ts = 25 [�s].

Since in (18) filtered variables are evaluated, emphasis can
be put on some frequency bands, while others become less rele-
vant. Thus, in this method the voltage vector selection takes into
account spectral properties. Indeed, by designing the filter it
is possible to manipulate the spectrum of the load current error.
As explained in [19], [20], the error tends to have a spectrum
similar to that of the inverse of . It is interesting to note that in
(18) not only present but also past values of signals play a role.
This stands in stark contrast to (14).

The choice of determines the spectrum of the load currents.
For example, if a concentrated switching frequency spectrum
is desired, then (since the obtained spectrum is similar to the
one of the inverse of the filter) should be chosen as a narrow
band-stop filter. This situation can be verified by simulation and
experimental results as shown in the following sections.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The predictive control strategy without and with filtering
is simulated in order to evaluate the effect of introducing fre-
quency weighting in the control scheme. The control strategies
focus on the control of a three-phase inverter with an active RL
load .
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Fig. 4. Load current and voltage spectrum for predictive control without filter:
(a) Sampling time Ts = 100[�s]. (b) Sampling time Ts = 25[�s].

Typical current and voltage waveforms obtained with the
predictive control strategy without using a filter are shown in
Fig. 3(a) and (b), with a sampling time of s and

s, respectively. It is observed that the sampling time
has a significant impact on the ripple of the current and the
switching frequency of the converter.

The spectrum of the load current and load voltage for the
predictive control without filter is shown in Fig. 4 for a sam-
pling time of s and s. Although the
switching frequency is limited to half the sampling frequency,
in both cases the spectrum is spread over a range that depends
on the sampling time.

In order to obtain a spectrum which is prescribed, and in-
dependent of the sampling frequency, one can employ the fre-
quency weighted predictive control strategy proposed in Sec-
tion III-B. A near fixed switching frequency, which is compa-
rable to a spectrum that is concentrated around a single fre-
quency, can be obtained by choosing as the stop-band filter
centered around 2 kHz shown in Fig. 5.

Use of the filter from Fig. 5 in the proposed control strategy
with s, gives the load voltage spectrum shown at

Fig. 5. F band-stop filter centered at 2 kHz.

Fig. 6. Load voltage spectrum comparison. Top: PWM. Bottom: Predictive
with filter.

the bottom of Fig. 6. At the top of Fig. 6, the load voltage
spectrum obtained with PWM current control with a carrier fre-
quency of kHz is shown. It is possible to appreciate that
both spectra are very similar, and that the difference with the
spectrum obtained using the original predictive control strategy,
shown in Fig. 4(b), is very clear.

The effect of evaluating the filtered variables in the cost func-
tion (18) can also be noted in the waveforms of the load current
and voltage, shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. In contrast with the re-
sults shown in Fig. 3(b), here the current presents a clearly de-
fined ripple, similar to the one obtained with PWM control. The
limitation of the switching frequency spectrum is observable in
the voltage waveform, which presents much less commutations
than in the case without the filter, and should be near to a 2 kHz
PWM switching pattern.

Results obtained using a band-stop filter with a center fre-
quency at 4 kHz are shown in Fig. 9. This demonstrates that
different shapes of the load current spectrum can be achieved
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Fig. 7. Load current and its spectrum using a 2 kHz band-stop filter and T =

25 �s.

Fig. 8. Load voltage and its spectrum using a 2 kHz band-stop filter and T =

25 �s.

Fig. 9. Load current and spectrum using a 4 kHz band-stop filter and T =

25 �s.

independently of the sampling frequency of 40 kHz used for the
control.

Fig. 10. Experimental system setup overview.

Fig. 11. Experimental result for a 2 kHz band-stop filter and T = 25�s. Load
current i and its spectrum.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed frequency weighted predictive current control
strategy was tested with the experimental setup described in
Fig. 10. A Danfoss VLT5008 5.5 kW three-phase inverter with
an RL load is used. The dc link is
fed by a three-phase diode bridge rectifier . The
inverter is controlled externally through an interface and protec-
tion card (IPC). A TMS320C6713 floating point digital signal
processor (DSP) was used for the control. The execution time
for the implemented algorithm was about 20 s, so the sam-
pling time was set to s.

A band-stop filter with the center frequency at 2 kHz was
used as the filter for the load current error (similar to the one
shown in Fig. 5). The current in one phase of the load is shown
in Fig. 11. The 2 kHz ripple is well defined, and the spectrum
of the load current presents a clear peak in 2 kHz. This peak can
be also seen in the load voltage spectrum shown in Fig. 12.

The load current for a 4 kHz band-stop filter is shown in
Fig. 13. The ripple in the current is reduced and the spectrum
of the load current appears concentrated in 4 kHz.
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Fig. 12. Experimental result for a 2 kHz band-stop filter and T = 25�s. Load
voltage v and its spectrum.

Fig. 13. Experimental result for a 4 kHz band-stop filter and T = 25�s. Load
current i and its spectrum.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a predictive control strategy which ad-
dresses a mayor drawback of previous works on predictive con-
trol, namely, that of controlling the current spectrum.

Performing an optimization based on instant values of the
currents will generate voltages that have a variable switching
frequency, do not follow any pattern and the resulting spectrum
is spread over a wide range of frequencies.

In contrast, the inclusion of a filter in the proposed method
allows one to evaluate in the cost function the instantaneous
variables as well as the frequency information of the controlled
variables. The control strategy selects at each sampling time the
voltage vector that minimizes the error, and that makes the error
spectrum match a certain target.

This contribution is very useful for applications where a fixed
frequency is preferred, where the switching losses must be re-
duced or controlled. The same concept could be used also in
certain applications where some frequencies must be avoided to
prevent natural modes of the system to be excited.

It has been verified by simulation and in the laboratory that
the proposed strategy allows to effectively fix the spectrum
within a narrow frequency band. Whilst this does not mean that
one has a fixed switching frequency, research is being carried
out on how to effectively fix or reduce the switching frequency.
Some work on this topic have been presented in [21] for a
flying capacitor converter.

Our strategy opens the application of the predictive control
based on cost functions to systems where the harmonic content
of the variables needs to be controlled.

Predictive control is a very powerful tool that presents a great
flexibility to control different kinds of variables. It takes advan-
tage of the discrete nature of power converters and of the mi-
croprocessors used for the control and, thus, has become a very
attractive alternative for the control of power converters.
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